
Agenda for ERTA Great Central Corridor Re-Railing Project via Zoom: Colin Crawford 
(hosting a Great Central re-rail corridor Zoom Meeting: Mobile 07836-693977  
E: colin.crawford1@btconnect.com on Thursday 7th July 1pm-3pm. He will send a link 
and help disseminate to potentially interested people. Richard to provide an agenda as 
a guide.  
 

1. Appointment of a Chair for the meeting (Colin Crawford) 
2. Apologies for absence 
3. Update by Richard about what the project is and is not. 
4. What we need to succeed and who, what and how supporters can get it (i.e., not solely 
Richard): 
a. Route protection/recovery/realignment/new build sections 
b. Raising funds for studies/encouraging others to study 
c. Dedicated EEH Officer to make in-rails to their camp and influence them to support it, 
study it, poll people, talent and work towards delivery 
d. Any offers to assist Richard in the effort (email/desktop style) 
e. Any particular issues for and resolutions. See notes below:  
5. Any reports on progress on Rugby (WCML)-Magna Park-Lutterworth-Narborough link 
up? Any offers to be our agent on that project and work with others to start progression 
towards delivery/secure the route/support/enablement? 
6. Rugby Central. Yes, a new link via Barby to link with WCML/Northampton Loop/DIRFT 
needed, but could Rugby Central serve as a nodal Parkway status Station and terminal 
branch initially unless a big partner can deliver ‘all in one’? 
7. Any other business (related) 
8. Day, Date, Time and Place of Next Meeting, ideally a Saturday early September, not the 
10th. 
 

Notes: 
1. Note: we don’t want any dissent or against spiel, it is our policy to pursue it as far as it 
can go. If you support, get involved, if not, see the vacuum a modal shift needs and Climate 
Emergency and get out. We are trying to build a coalition of support, action and hope. 
2. Too long has been spent delaying, deferring, denying and here, we must ruthlessly 
commit to supporting, engaging and enabling please. 
3. Studies have been done via numerous outlets and the case was robust. Development 
has blocked, but I believe a route, a new railway to modern standards but not High Speed, 
able to deal with diverse passenger and freight capacity, can be found. If we do not bother, 
it defaults to roads, more roads, more congestion and ruins the landscape. We must act 
now. 
4. Join our email loop via richard.erta@gmail.com and join ERTA via 
https://ertarail.co.uk/become-a-member/ 
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